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The misfolding of transactive response DNA-binding protein (TDP-43) is a major
contributor to the pathogenesis of TDP-43 proteinopathies, including amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis and frontotemporal lobar degeneration with TDP-43 inclusions, but
also plays a role in other neurodegenerative diseases including Alzheimer disease. It
is thought that different truncations at the N- and C-termini of TDP-43 contribute to
its misfolding and aggregation in the brain, and that these aberrant TDP-43 fragments
contribute to disease. Despite this, little is known about whether different truncation
events influence the protein’s transmissibility between cells and how this cell-to-cell
transfer occurs. In this study, we use a well-established cellular model to study the
efficiency by which full-length and truncated TDP-43 fragments are transferred between
neuron-like cells. We demonstrate that preservation of the N-terminus of TDP-43
enhances its transmissibility between cells and that this protein transmission occurs in a
manner exclusive of extracellular vesicles, instead requiring cellular proximity for efficient
propagation. These data indicate that the N-terminus of TDP-43 might be a useful target
in the generation of therapeutics to limit the spread of TDP-43 pathology.

Keywords: TDP-43, extracellular vesicles, C-terminus, N-terminus, cell-to-cell, protein transfer, amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis, frontotemporal lobar degeneration

INTRODUCTION

Transactive response DNA-binding protein 43 (TDP-43) is known to play a key role in the
pathogenesis of canonical TDP-43 proteinopathies such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS)
and frontal temporal lobar dementia (FTLD) but is also frequently observed in more common
neurodegenerative diseases (NDs) including tauopathies, synucleinopathies, and up to 57% of
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) patients (Josephs et al., 2014a; Mishima et al., 2017; Koga et al., 2018;
Robinson et al., 2018). TDP-43 is highly conserved phylogenetically, and knockout of the TDP-
43 encoding gene, TARDBP, results in embryonic lethality early in embryogenesis (Kraemer
et al., 2010; Sephton et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2010). In its native state, TDP-43 performs critical
transcription modulating functions relating to the stability and splicing of RNA, including the
inclusion/exclusion of introns and exons thought to be important in both normal function as well
as in the pathogenesis of neurodegeneration (Ling et al., 2015; Gu et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2017).
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A number of disease-related posttranslational modifications
have been described, including hyperphosphorylation at the
C-terminus and truncation events resulting in the aggregation
prone, cytotoxic fragments found in the inclusions of ALS and
FTLD brains (Berning and Walker, 2019). C-terminal fragments
of TDP-43 are often considered to be the main truncation event in
pathogenesis; however, there is growing evidence that truncation
events targeting other parts may be important to the disease
process as well. These include the N-terminus (Shiina et al., 2010;
Chang et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2013; Afroz et al., 2017), which is
necessary for TDP-43 self-assembly (and therefore its native RNA
splicing functions), but also distinct regions within the protein
core, primarily the RNA recognition motifs (RRM) and glycine-
rich domain (GRD), which influence its ability to form aggregates
(Yang et al., 2010; Shimonaka et al., 2016).

TDP-43 proteinopathies share a number of similarities with
other NDs, including progressive involvement of interconnected
brain regions as disease progression occurs, as well as the
ability of TDP-43 aggregates to seed further aggregation (Nonaka
et al., 2013; Porta et al., 2018). The direct, neuron-to-neuron
transmission of disease-related proteins, including amyloid-β
(Aβ), α-synuclein, and tau have been observed (Clavaguera et al.,
2009; Luk et al., 2012; Nath et al., 2012; Domert et al., 2016;
Sackmann et al., 2017, 2019). However, comparatively few studies
have investigated TDP-43, particularly with focus on which
cellular mechanisms might facilitate its transfer between cells
(Feiler et al., 2015; Smethurst et al., 2016; Zeineddine et al.,
2017; Porta et al., 2018; Laferrière et al., 2019). Perhaps most
importantly, there is little known about the transmissibility of
truncated forms of TDP-43, which are thought to facilitate
cytotoxicity, aggregation, and therefore pathogenesis, in TDP-43
proteinopathies (Zhang et al., 2009).

To elucidate whether TDP-43 and TDP-43 truncated
fragments are transferred directly between cells and, if so, which
regions of the protein are important to the transfer process, we
generated a number of cell lines expressing different fragments of
TDP-43. Using our well-established, highly differentiated three-
dimensional coculture cellular model, we studied the ability of
each expression construct in their propensity to transfer between
cells and their downstream effects upon the recipient cell.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Generation of TDP-43 Expressing Cell
Lines
Plasmids expressing full-length TDP-43 and fragments of TDP-
43 were obtained from Addgene. Plasmids deposited to Addgene
by Yang et al. (2010). A list of all the plasmids used in
this study is provided in Supplementary Table S1. SH-SY5Y
cells were transfected using Lipofectamine LTX (Invitrogen,
Gothenburg, Sweden) according to manufacturer’s instructions.
G418 (600 µg/mL) was used over several generations to generate
stable expression in each cell line. The TDP-43 AA51–414
plasmid was generated from full-length TDP-43 using the Q5
Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (NEB, Solna, Sweden) with the

primers: 5′-ATGAGAGGTGTCCGGCTGGTAGAAG-3′ and 5′-
GGCGATCGCGGCGGCAGA-3′ and confirmed by sequencing.
Three of the constructs (construct 3170–414, construct 4216–414,
and construct AA51–414) were highly cytotoxic and resulted in
cell death within 72 h, so we were unable to generate stable
expressing cell lines with these constructs. The naming scheme
of the constructs was adapted from Yang et al. (2010). All TDP-
43 constructs used in the study are fused at the C-terminus
with their respective fluorophores as outlined in Figure 1B. An
actin–green fluorescent protein (GFP) cell line was generated for
use as a negative control in order to measure baseline protein
transfer. Likewise, a CD63–GFP (a marker of multivesicular
bodies) cell line was developed for use as a positive control as
CD63-positive vesicles have been previously shown to efficiently
transfer intercellularly using this cellular model (Sardar Sinha
et al., 2018). Expression of each construct by respective cell lines
were confirmed by Western blot (Supplementary Figure S1).

Cell Culture, Differentiation, and
Coculture
Unless stated otherwise, all cell culturing was performed
using MEM with GlutaMAX (Gibco, Gothenburg, Sweden),
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco, Gothenburg,
Sweden), 50 µg/mL streptomycin (Lonza, Gothenburg, Sweden),
50 U/mL penicillin (Lonza, Gothenburg, Sweden), and 2 mM
L-glutamine (Lonza, Gothenburg, Sweden). Differentiation and
coculture were performed as previously described (Agholme
et al., 2010). In order to differentiate the acceptor cell population,
SH-SY5Y cells (ECACC; Sigma-Aldrich, Stockholm, Sweden)
are predifferentiated in 10 µM retinoic acid (RA; Sigma-
Aldrich) for 7 days. These cells are then resuspended onto
extracellular matrix (ECM) gel (Corning, Gothenburg, Sweden)
at a 1:2 ratio [ECM:serum-free media (SFM)]. The cells in three-
dimensional gel suspension are then further differentiated for
10 days using the following growth factor cocktail in SFM:
brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF, 50 ng/mL; PeproTech,
Stockholm, Sweden), neuregulin β1 (10 ng/mL; R&D Systems,
Abingdon, United Kingdom), nerve growth factor (10 ng/mL;
R&D Systems), and vitamin D3 (24 nM; Sigma-Aldrich). In
parallel, donor SH-SY5Y cells are generated by differentiation
with 10 µM RA for 7 days. The donor cells are resuspended
onto the fully differentiated, ECM suspended acceptor cells,
and this coculture was incubated for 24 h before analysis. To
ensure consistency between replications, donor cells were seeded
at a ratio of 7:10 (donor:acceptor). In order to detect protein
transfer between cells, donor and acceptor cells expressing
different fluorescent proteins were used. For example, donor cells
expressing GFP were used when acceptor cells expressed td-
tomato and vice versa. Data corresponding to these experiments
are depicted in their respective figures as the proportion of
acceptor cells that were double labeled, indicative of protein
transmission. A flowchart of the differentiation and experimental
procedures can be found in Figure 1A.

To definitively demonstrate that passage of TDP-43 and its
fragments were transferred in both directions during coculture
(donor cell to acceptor cell, but also vice versa), additional
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FIGURE 1 | Preservation of the N-terminus of TDP-43 promotes its transmissibility between cells. A visualization of the coculture model is provided in (A). Cells are
differentiated in ECM gel with growth factors according to the scheme described in (A) prior to formation of the coculture. After 24 h of coculture, cells are analyzed
and separated using FACS and prepared for microscopy. Experiments involve the use of full-length TDP-43 and TDP-43 truncated fragments, all of which are fused
to fluorescent proteins at the C-terminus (B). Two full-length TDP-43 proteins were used, td-tomatoTDP431–414 and WT-TDP431–414 (GFP), whereas all TDP-43
protein fragments were fused with EGFP. All fragments of TDP-43 transferred directly from donor cells (GFP) to td-tomatoTDP431–414 acceptor cells with differing
degrees of efficiency (C). Full-length td-tomatoTDP431–414 donor cells transferred protein at similar levels to TDP-43 fragment expressing acceptor cells (D).
Construct 61–314 was transferred most readily among the different TDP-43 fragments, indicating that preservation of the N-terminus (and/or loss of the extreme
C-terminus) of TDP-43 is influential to the transmissibility of TDP-43 between cells. Cell toxicity, as measured by LDH release, indicated that the cocultures did not
exhibit cytotoxicity over 24 h (E). Images corresponding to data set C can be found in Figure 2, whereas images from data set D are presented in Supplementary
Figure S3. Full ANOVA tables are available in Supplementary Tables S3, S4. Data are presented as the proportion of all detected acceptor cells that are double
labeled, provided as the mean ± SEM. Significance determined by one-way ANOVA with Tukey post hoc test, n = 6–10 (C), and n = 4–7 (D). *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01,
***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001, n.s., not significant. BDNF, brain-derived neurotrophic factor; NRGβ1, neuregulin-β1; NGF, nerve growth factor; RA, retinoic acid;
FACS, fluorescence-activated cell sorting; NLS, nuclear localization sequence; NES, nuclear export sequence; RRM, RNA recognition motif.
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FIGURE 2 | Representative images depicting cellular localization of
GFP-tagged TDP-43 fragments (donor cells; green) after transfer to full-length
td-tomatoTDP431–414 acceptor cells (acceptor cells; red). Acceptor cells
(td-tomatoTDP431–414), which also displayed GFP positivity, were sorted and
fixed for confocal microscopy. Association of full-length TDP-43 from acceptor
cells was observed with varying degrees to each TDP fragment (A–E) as well
as with actin (F) and CD63 (G). Construct 101–105 (D) shows localization
exclusively to the nucleus, whereas constructs 286–414, 5257–414, 61–314,
and WT-TDP-GFP1–414 (A–C,E, respectively) could be found in the
cytoplasm, as well as the nucleus. The final column contains Z-projections.
Scale bar = 10 µm.

experiments were performed involving the use of Qdot-800
(Qtracker 800 Cell Labeling Kit; Invitrogen) to further label
the donor cell population. Qtracker was chosen because it has
minimal impact on cellular processes and does not leak out
of cells and because of its favorable emission spectrum. The
coculture process was performed similarly to that described
above with minor modifications. In this circumstance, donor

cells are differentiated in the same way but, on day 6 of
differentiation, were supplemented with Qtracker-800 according
to manufacturer’s instructions. The following day, cells were
sorted to collect those that had taken up Qdot-800 nanocrystals
and resuspended onto the fully differentiated (including growth
factor cocktail), ECM-suspended acceptor cells, where they
were left for 24 h before performing further analysis. Data
corresponding to these experiments are depicted in their
respective figures as the proportion of protein transfer events
that have occurred through “anterograde transfer” (donor
cell to acceptor cell) and “retrograde transfer” (acceptor
cell to donor cell). A flowchart of the differentiation and
experimental processes for the Qdot-labeled coculture studies can
be found in Figure 3A.

For Transwell coculture experiments, donor and acceptor
cells were cultured in the same manner as described previously.
Rather than seeding donor cells directly onto the acceptor cells
in ECM gel, they were plated into Transwell plate inserts with
a 0.4-µm pore (Falcon, Gothenburg, Sweden), using the same
7:10 (donor:acceptor) cell ratio used in all experiments. This
configuration permits donor and acceptor cells to secrete cell
products into a shared extracellular milieu, while maintaining a
physical barrier between both populations. Data corresponding
to these experiments are depicted in their respective figures as the
proportion of acceptor cells that were double labeled, indicative
of protein transmission. A flowchart of the experimental process
for the Transwell experiments can be found in Figure 4F.

Treatment of acceptor cells with extracellular vesicles (EVs)
was done as previously described (Sardar Sinha et al., 2018).
In order to mitigate any possibility that EV motility could be
inhibited by the 3D ECM gel, acceptor cells in this scenario
were differentiated for 7 days in RA on conventional laboratory
plastics. RA differentiated SH-SY5Y cells readily take up other
aggregated proteins (Domert et al., 2014, 2016; Sackmann et al.,
2017). Cells were plated onto 24-well plates at 25,000/cm2 and
incubated with 1,000 ng EV isolated protein (see separate EV
isolation section) for 24 h. Following this incubation, cells
were analyzed by flow cytometry. Data corresponding to these
experiments are depicted in their respective figures as the
proportion of wild-type (WT) unlabeled acceptor cells that
were fluorescently labeled, indicative of protein transmission.
A flowchart of the experimental process for the EV experiments
can be found in Figure 4E.

When measuring cytotoxicity in cocultures, lactate
dehydrogenase (LDH) assay kit (Pierce, Gothenburg, Sweden)
was used according to manufacturer’s instructions, measured
at 490 and 650 nm.

EV Isolation
TDP-43 expressing cell lines were differentiated for 7 days
with RA. After the differentiation process, cells were washed
thoroughly with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) to ensure the
removal of potentially contaminating EVs of fetal bovine serum
origin. Following this important washing step, the media was
replaced with fresh SFM and incubated for 48 h to allow release
of EVs into the media. This conditioned media was collected
for isolation by differential ultracentrifugation as described
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FIGURE 3 | The majority of TDP-43 transfers occur from donor to acceptor cells (“anterograde”); however, there is a lesser degree of transfer from the acceptor to
the donor cells (“retrograde”). A visualization of the Qdot-800 coculture model is provided in (A). Cells are differentiated in ECM gel with growth factors according to
the scheme described. Prior to formation of the coculture, donor cells (shown here as GFP) were further labeled with Qdot-800 and selected by FACS to collect
double-positive donor cells (+GFP and +Qdot-800) and plated directly onto fully differentiated acceptor cells. After 24 h of coculture, donor cells displaying
retrograde transfer and acceptor cells displaying anterograde transfer were analyzed and separated using FACS and prepared for microscopy. Of the total transfer
events, the majority of TDP-43 was transferred from donor to acceptor cells (anterograde; gray) (B,C, presented as proportions of detected transfer events). TDP-43
and TDP-43 truncated fragments also transferred from acceptor cells to donor cells (retrograde; black); however, retrograde transfer was comparatively minimal. Cell
images corresponding to these data can be found in Supplementary Figure S4 (for data set B), and Supplementary Figure S5 (for data set C). Full ANOVA
tables are provided in Supplementary Tables S5, S6. Data are presented as mean with significance determined by one-way ANOVA with Tukey post hoc test,
n = 3–4 for each permutation. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001, ns, not significant. The data represent the detected retrograde and anterograde
transfer events as a proportion of all detected transfer events. BDNF, brain-derived neurotrophic factor; NRGβ1, neuregulin-β1; NGF, nerve growth factor; RA,
retinoic acid; FACS, fluorescence-activated cell sorting.
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FIGURE 4 | Transfer of TDP-43 and TDP-43 fragments requires physical connectivity between cells. Extracellular vesicles isolated from stably expressing TDP-43
cell lines and human tissues indicate that the TDP-43 fragments are incorporated into EVs, albeit with a low degree of efficiency (A). The TDP-43 antibody used here
recognizes an epitope at the extreme C-terminus of the WT-TDP-GFP1–414, which is absent in some constructs or obfuscated by the C-terminal GFP tags but can
be observed with the anti-GFP antibody (e.g., construct 61–314). Isolated EVs were added directly onto WT SH-SY5Y cells but failed to transfer any appreciable
protein (B). Further, donor and acceptor cells were physically separated during coculture using Transwell inserts, allowing the distribution of cell products within a
shared medium while creating a physical barrier between the cells (C,D), but proteins also fail to transfer by this method. Graphical representations of the
experimental setup are shown in (E,F). Full ANOVA tables of (B–D) are available in Supplementary Tables S7–S9. Data in (B) are presented as the proportion of all
detected cells that displayed detectable fluorescence, provided as mean ± SEM. Data in (C,D) are presented as the proportion of all detected acceptor cells that are
double labeled, provided here mean ± SEM. Significance determined by one-way ANOVA with Tukey post hoc test, n = 6–9 (B), and n = 3 (C,D). *p < 0.05,
**p < 0.0, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001, ns, not significant.
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previously (Sardar Sinha et al., 2018). Culture supernatants
were initially spun at 2,000 × g for 10 min to remove cellular
debris. The resulting supernatant was sequentially centrifuged:
10,000 × g (30 min), 100,000 × g (120 min); the pellet
resuspended/washed in PBS and spun again at 100,000 × g
(120 min; all steps performed at 4◦C). The final pellet was
resuspended in PBS. To ensure that equal amounts of EV isolated
protein were added to acceptor cells in downstream experiments,
the protein content of the EV resuspension was quantified
using Quant-iT Protein Assay Kit (Invitrogen) according to
manufacturer’s instructions. Cells were plated onto 24-well plates
at 25,000/cm2 and incubated with 1,000 ng of isolated EV
protein for 24 h.

To confirm the validity of our EV preparations from cell
culture, we isolated and analyzed EVs from human tissues. Fresh-
frozen postmortem brain samples of temporal neocortex from
healthy (non-demented) donors were provided by the brain bank
at Uppsala University, Sweden. The collection and use of the
tissue were approved by the Regional Ethical Committee in
Uppsala, Sweden (2005/103, 2005-06-29; 2009/089; 2009-04-22).
Isolation of brain exosomes from freshly frozen human brain
tissues (250 mg) was performed by tissue dissociation with papain
(20 U/mL, 15 min at 37◦C; Sigma-Aldrich) followed by filtration
through 40-µm mesh filter (BD Biosciences, Stockholm, Sweden)
and 0.2-µm syringe filter (Thermo, Gothenburg, Sweden). The
crude exosomes were then isolated by differential centrifugation
as described above.

Western Blotting
Confirmation of EV preparations and TDP-43 expression in each
construct-expressing cell line was performed by Western blotting.
For EV preparations, EVs were pelleted and lysed in RIPA
buffer [50 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, 1% Triton-X 100, 0.5%
sodium deoxycholate, and 0.1% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS),
supplemented with phosphatase inhibitor (PhosStop; Roche,
Solna, Sweden) and protease inhibitor (Halt; Thermo)], followed
by vigorous vortexing. Extracellular vesicle lysates were mixed
with Laemmli loading buffer and dithiothreitol (DTT), boiled
at 95◦C for 5 min, and loaded into a 4–20% SDS ClearPage
gel (CBS Scientific, Gothenburg, Sweden), and transferred
onto nitrocellulose membranes (iBlot; Invitrogen). Extracellular
vesicle blots were visualized using SuperSignal West Femto ECL
substrate (Thermo). For confirmation of TDP-43 expression in
construct-expressing cell lines, the preparation was the same as
above, except for the use of a different lysis buffer (62.5 mM
Tris-HCl, 10% glycerol, and 2% SDS in MilliQ H2O) and ECL
reagent (Clarity ECL Substrate; Bio-Rad, Solna, Sweden). A list
of antibodies used in this study indicating manufacturer and
dilutions is provided in Supplementary Table S2.

Flow Cytometry, Cell Sorting, and
Microscopy
To liberate cocultured cells embedded in ECM gel, cells
were treated with Corning Recovery Solution (Corning)
according to manufacturer’s instructions. Analysis and cell
sorting were carried out simultaneously using a FACSAria

III (BD Biosciences), equipped with the following laser and
filter configurations for the detection of each fluorophore:
GFP: 488 nm laser, 530/30 emission filter; td-tomato: 561 nm
laser, 610/20 emission filter; Qdot-800: 405 nm laser, 780/60
emission filter. Gating strategies are provided in Supplementary
Figure S6. Where possible, all acceptor cells that had protein
transfer were collected, replated, and incubated overnight to
allow reattachment to glass cover slides. The following day, cells
were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) and mounted with
ProLong Gold with DAPI (Invitrogen). Images were acquired
with a Zeiss, Stockholm, Sweden LSM700 confocal microscope
equipped with a Zeiss Axio Observer inverted microscope using
a 63× objective with a 1.4 numerical aperture oil immersion
lens. A 405-nm laser was used for the excitation of DAPI,
GFP, and Qdot-800, whereas a 555-nm laser was used for the
excitation of td-tomato. Images of each individual fluorophore
were acquired on independent tracks (allowing the use of lasers
and emission filters optimized for each individual fluorophore)
to minimize spectral overlap of fluorophores. Image processing
was done with Zen Lite (Zeiss). The Coloc 2 plugin for ImageJ
(NIH, Bethesda, MD, United States) was used to determine
colocalization of construct 61–314 and CD63–GFP with td-
tomatoTDP431–414. Images presented are representative of each
respective experimental permutation, in which approximately
80,000 events were analyzed per n.

RESULTS

Full-Length TDP-43 and Its Truncated
Fragments Efficiently Transfer Between
Cells
While previous studies have demonstrated the propagation of
TDP-43 pathology in the brain, it remains unclear by which
manner this propagation occurs, as reviewed in Hanspal et al.
(2017). In order to determine whether full-length TDP-43 and
truncated TDP-43 are transferred between cells, we adapted
our well-established coculture model (Figure 1A), which upon
differentiation gives rise to highly differentiated cells that display
several mature neuronal phenotypes (Agholme et al., 2010;
Domert et al., 2014, 2016; Sackmann et al., 2017, 2019).

This coculture model has been used previously to demonstrate
the cell-to-cell transfer of Aβ and α-synuclein but had not
been used to examine the transfer of TDP-43 between cells.
In order to assess the suitability of this coculture model for
the study of cell-to-cell transmission of TDP-43, we initially
confirmed that full-length TDP-43 was efficiently transferred
from donor cells to acceptor cells (Figure 1C). After using
the full-length TDP-43 constructs to confirm that TDP-43
was indeed transferred between cells in this model, we next
aimed to study whether truncated (N- and C-terminal) TDP-
43 proteins could be transferred, because of their importance
in the pathogenesis of TDP-43 proteinopathies. We developed
a number of cell lines that stably expressed full-length TDP-
43 or truncated TDP-43 constructs (Figure 1B) for use in our
coculture model. The cells generated for this study display similar
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phenotypes (including subcellular localization) as reported in
previous studies using cells generated with these constructs
(Yang et al., 2010). Images of undifferentiated cell lines can
be found in Supplementary Figure S2. Donor cells that stably
express a TDP-43 construct were seeded onto acceptor cells
that stably express full-length TDP-43 tagged at the C-terminus
with td-tomato (td-tomatoTDP431–414). After 24 h, the coculture
was analyzed by flow cytometry (Figure 1C). We observed
that all TDP-43 fragments transferred between cells efficiently;
however, construct 61–314 and WT-TDP-GFP1–414 (full-length
TDP-43 fused to GFP) were found to be transferred most readily
compared to the other TDP-43 constructs. We utilized CD63–
GFP (a marker of EVs) and actin–GFP as positive and negative
control cell lines, respectively. Both of these control cell lines
also demonstrated cell to cell transfer, with CD63–GFP showing
the greatest degree of transfer among all permutations. The full
analysis of variance (ANOVA) table corresponding to the transfer
experiment in Figure 1C is provided in Supplementary Table S3.

In addition to these initial transfer experiments, we also
examined this phenomenon with the donor and acceptor cell
pairs reversed. That is, the TDP-43 fragment (GFP)–expressing
cells were differentiated into the acceptor cells, whereas the td-
tomatoTDP431–414 cells were used as donor cells. In this way,
we validate that the transfer is a bona fide event while also
illuminating whether this transfer is skewed in one direction or
another (do TDP-43 fragments transfer to full-length TDP-43,
full-length TDP-43 transfer to the TDP-43 fragments, or both?).
In this reversed scenario, we noted a similar trend for TDP-43
transfer (Figure 1D). While transfer was slightly diminished in
general compared to Figure 1C, we observed that the construct
61–314 and WT-TDP-GFP1–414 acceptor cells displayed the
highest amount of protein transfer relative to the other TDP-43
fragments. The full ANOVA table corresponding to the transfer
experiment in Figure 1D is provided in Supplementary Table S4.
To ensure that transfer values were not influenced by the release
of cellular contents due to cell death, we measured cytotoxicity
by LDH, which showed no statistical significance between each of
the different constructs (Figure 1E). Together, these data indicate
that both construct 61–314 and full-length TDP-43 enhance the
cell’s propensity to transfer proteins. Furthermore, it implies that
there is a substantial amount of protein transfer in both directions
(from donor cell to acceptor cell, but also acceptor cell to
donor cell). We speculate that the minute differences in transfer
between Figures 1C,D are related to differences in “anterograde”
(donor cell to acceptor cell) and “retrograde” (acceptor cell to
donor cell) transfer. However, using this experimental design,
the readout for transfer in both directions involves the collection
and observation of double-labeled (GFP + td-tomato) cells.
Therefore, we cannot assert with certainty which direction the
protein transfer occurs using this experimental paradigm. To
circumvent this, we developed a model that further labels the
donor cells, evaluated later in this study.

In addition to confirming that protein transfer occurs
between donor and acceptor cells, we also determined the
compartmentalization of the transferred proteins, as aberrant
localization of TDP-43 is a marker of TDP-43 pathology. As
an RNA-binding molecule, TDP-43 is natively found in the

nucleus, whereas pathogenic TDP-43 can be found in the
cytoplasm (Neumann et al., 2006). Each TDP-43 fragment was
predominantly found in the same subcellular compartments
presynaptically and postsynaptically. Construct 286–414 was
found primarily in the nucleus, but also to a lesser extent
uniformly distributed throughout the cell soma (Figure 2A).
Similarly, construct 5257–414 localized prominently to the
nucleus, but was also found distributed to a lesser degree
within the cell body (Figure 2B). While construct 286–414 has
the nuclear localization sequence (NLS) and nuclear export
sequence (NES) intact, construct 5257–414 has both regions
omitted, perhaps having a deleterious effect upon its localization,
whereas construct 61–314 displays two unique phenotypes:
cytoplasmic and nuclear puncta (Figure 2C). While many
punctate structures could be found in the cytoplasm (indicative
of TDP-43 pathology), they did not reliably colocalize with the
full-length td-tomatoTDP431–414 puncta of the acceptor cells
(Pearson correlation coefficient = 0.48). Construct 101–105 was
localized entirely to the nucleus, which was anticipated given that
it contains only a short N-terminus fragment containing the NLS
and no NES (Figure 2D). Of particular interest was the full-length
TDP-43–expressing construct WT-TDP-GFP1–414 (Figure 2E),
which displayed almost entirely cytoplasmic localization. This
signifies that the transfer process of full-length TDP-43 in
itself might elicit some pathogenic process during the transfer
operation. Lastly, our control cell lines, actin–GFP and CD63–
GFP, appeared as expected, with actin localizing throughout
the cell (Figure 2F) and CD63 puncta seen throughout the
cytoplasm (Figure 2G). CD63–GFP displayed a high degree of
colocalization with td-tomatoTDP431–414 (Pearson correlation
coefficient = 0.82). This enhanced colocalization of CD63 with
td-tomatoTDP431–414 suggests that, at the very least, TDP-43 is
sequestered to subcellular compartments containing burgeoning
EVs. The observed colocalization between TDP-43 and CD63
suggests that transfer of TDP-43 between cells might occur via an
EV-mediated mechanism, which is investigated later in this study.
The images provided in Figure 2 correspond to the transfer data
provided in Figure 1C. Images corresponding to Figure 1D (td-
tomatoTDP431–414 as the donor cells, GFP-tagged fragments as
the acceptor cells) are provided in Supplementary Figure S3.

We also performed these transfer experiments using the
C-terminal TDP-43 fragment constructs 3170–414, 4216–414, and
AA51–414. All three of these proteins were highly cytotoxic,
with transfected cells dying within 72 h, eliminating the
possibility of generating stably expressing cells lines. Transiently
transfected cells with constructs 3170–414, 4216–414, and AA51–
414 all demonstrated the ability to transfer to acceptor cells, but
these events were comparatively very rare because of the low
transfection efficiency and lethality of these constructs, so were
not included in the data.

TDP-43 Transfers Bidirectionally With
Similar Efficiency—TDP-43 Fragment to
Full-Length TDP-43 and Vice Versa
Although the above experiments support the notion that full-
length TDP-43 and truncated TDP-43 fragments have the
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ability to transfer between cells (albeit with differing degrees
of efficiency), we wanted to further investigate the direction of
transfer in order to unequivocally confirm that transmission
of TDP-43 between cells is not restricted only to full-length
protein or fragmented protein. To investigate if the transfer
events occurred primarily “anterograde” (donor cell to acceptor
cell), primarily “retrograde” (acceptor cell to donor cell), or
a combination of both, we modified the coculture model by
further labeling the donor cells with Qtracker-800 prior to the
formation of the coculture. These Qdot-800 nanocrystals do not
interfere with cellular processes and are not passed between
adjacent cells (Desplats et al., 2009), making them suitable
for distinguishing our donor and acceptor cell populations.
By introducing this additional labeling of the donor cells, we
were able to reliably track the direction of protein transfer
in the coculture. After donor cell differentiation, we used
fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) to collect the double-
labeled donor cells (+GFP and +Qdot-800) and seeded these
cells directly onto the differentiated acceptor cells, at the same
ratio (donor cells:acceptor cells) used previously. After the
24 h incubation of coculture, we analyzed and collected both
populations for microscopy: triple-labeled donor cells with
retrograde transfer (+GFP, +Qdot-800, and +td-tomato) and
double-labeled acceptor cells with anterograde transfer (+GFP,
+td-tomato, and No Qdot-800). In this way, we were able to
track both the transmission of TDP-43 between cells, but also
determine in which direction the transfer occurred. A flowchart
of this experiment is provided in Figure 3A.

Using this Qdot-800 coculture system, we determined
that, as a proportion of all TDP-43 transfer events, the
majority of TDP-43 is transferred from donor to acceptor
cell (“anterograde”), regardless of which TDP-43 fragment was
examined (Figure 3B). As in Figure 1C, constructs 286–414

and 101–105 showed the least amount of anterograde transfer,
compared to constructs 61–314 and WT-TDP-GFP1–414, which
showed the greatest degree of anterograde transfer among
the TDP-43 constructs. Like our previous experiments, we
also reversed the donor/acceptor pairs (Figure 3C). Much like
in the previous transfer experiment (Figure 1D), construct
101–105 expressing acceptor cells displayed the least amount of
anterograde transfer (full-length td-tomatoTDP431–414 proteins
transferred toward construct 101–105 acceptor cells) in this
experimental paradigm, therefore skewing the proportion of
transfer events toward retrograde (acceptor cell to donor
cell) in this circumstance. Taking Figures 1C,D together with
Figures 3B,C, these data indicate that protein transfer of
full-length TDP-43 and TDP-43 truncated fragments occurs
in both directions, demonstrating that TDP-43 transmission
between cells is not restricted only to full-length protein or
fragmented protein. Subcellular localization of TDP-43 and TDP-
43 truncated fragments (presynaptically and postsynaptically)
was analagous to those presented in Figure 2 and Supplementary
Figure S3. Cell images corresponding to these experiments,
Figures 3B,C, are provided in Supplementary Figures S4, S5,
respectively. Full ANOVA tables corresponding to the transfer
experiments in Figures 3B,C are provided in Supplementary
Tables S5, S6, respectively.

Transfer of TDP-43 and TDP-43
Fragments Is Independent of
Extracellular Vesicles but Requires
Physical Proximity Between Cells
We have previously used this cellular coculture model to show
that Aβ and α-synuclein can be transferred between cells via
EVs (Sardar Sinha et al., 2018; Sackmann et al., 2019). Given
the colocalization observed between of TDP-43 with CD63–
GFP (Figure 2G and Supplementary Figures S3G, S4G, S5G),
along with its prominent transfer propensity (Figures 1C,D), we
investigated whether EVs might be a mechanism mediating the
transfer of TDP-43 between cells.

Extracellular vesicles were isolated from the conditioned
media of each TDP-43 construct–expressing cell line using the
differential ultracentrifugation method. The presence of EVs in
the isolations was first confirmed by the detection of flotillin-1
by Western blot, and the preparations were then analyzed for
TDP-43 (Figure 4A). Because of the conjugation of GFP to the
C-terminus of each construct, commonly used antibodies such as
clone TDP2H4, which target a C-terminal epitope, fail to detect
the TDP-43-GFP conjugated proteins (Figure 4A). Using this
C-terminal specific antibody to measure TDP-43 in EVs resulted
in the detection of faint bands of TDP-43 at 43 kDa (singlet) and
≈80 kDa (doublet). The singlets and doublets detected in this blot
originate from the endogenously produced TDP-43 exclusive of
the introduced TDP-43–GFP–tagged proteins, determined by the
comparable expression patterns observed between the cell lysate,
WT unlabeled, actin–GFP, and CD63–GFP lanes compared to
the construct-expressing cell lines. Nevertheless, the TDP-43
detected by the TDP2H4 antibody identifies the endogenously
produced TDP-43 in each cell line at similar molecular weights
and expression levels compared to those observed in EVs isolated
from human cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and brain (Figure 4A, see
human tissue EV isolations). The similarities between the human
tissue EV isolations and the cell-derived EVs validate both the EV
isolation method and the notion that TDP-43 is incorporated into
EVs (albeit at very minute levels).

In order to measure whether TDP-43 and TDP-43 fragments
from each respective construct-expressing cell line were
incorporated into EVs, we probed this same blot for GFP, which
is conjugated to the C-terminus of each construct (excluding
td-tomatoTDP431–414, which expresses a C-terminal td-tomato
tag) (Figure 4A). GFP was detected in EVs isolated from the
conditioned media of construct 286–414, 61–314, and the full-
length WT-TDP-GFP1–414, each appropriately weight shifted
for its respective TDP-43 fragment + GFP tag (see inset). As
expected, td-tomatoTDP431–414 was not detected here as it
does not express GFP. Construct 101–105 shows very little if
any staining at the appropriate size (≈39 kDa). The absence
of construct 101–105 in the EV-enriched fraction could be
related to its hyperlocalization to the nucleus (Figure 2D),
likely relating to its expression of the TDP-43 NLS but not NES,
reducing its exportation from the nucleus to the cytoplasm and
contributing to its relatively low transfer rates (Figures 1C,D).
Likewise, construct 5257–414 was not detected in EVs at the
expected molecular weight (≈42 kDa). Construct 5257–414 lacks
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the TDP-43 NLS and the NES and displayed similar levels of
protein transfer compared to construct 101–105 (Figures 1C,D,
construct 5257–414 vs. construct 101–105 displayed no statistical
significance). Conversely, construct 61–314 was detected
abundantly in EVs, with a prominent smear appearing at the
predicted weight,≈60 kDa, as well as a fainter band at≈120 kDa
and a fainter band still greater than 150 kDa. We postulate
that these bands correlate to construct 61–314 singlets, doublets,
and triplets, respectively. The full-length TDP-43–expressing
cell line WT-TDP-GFP1–414 also demonstrated a significant
propensity for incorporation into EVs, showing a prominent
band at the expected molecular weight of≈70 kDa. Interestingly,
the two most readily TDP-43 proteins incorporated into EVs
(construct 61–314 and WT-TDP-GFP1–414) were also the two
constructs that demonstrated the highest amount of protein
transfer (Figures 1C,D). CD63–GFP displayed prominent bands
at the expected size (≈52 kDa), and its relative abundance
further validates the isolation method. Finally, actin–GFP also
demonstrated incorporation into EVs with a detectable band
at ≈69 kDa. The detection of actin–GFP in EVs was expected
as actin is a known component of EVs. Taken together, an
intact N-terminus (and/or cleaved C-terminus) is shown to be
important to TDP-43’s proclivity to be transmitted between
cells (Figure 1), but also promotes their incorporation into
EVs (Figure 4A).

The isolated EVs were then added to WT RA differentiated
cells 24 h before analysis by flow cytometry. In this circumstance,
acceptor cells were differentiated with RA without ECM gel, to
eliminate the possibility that EV motility would be hindered by
the extracellular gel matrix. Remarkably, despite the detection
of TDP-43 within EVs generated by these cells, analysis of the
acceptor cells indicated that no appreciable protein transfer had
occurred for any of the constructs (Figure 4B). A visualization of
the experimental design and execution of the EV experiments is
provided in Figure 4E.

Having observed that EVs do not play a significant role
in TDP-43 transfer, we investigated the importance of other
mediators of protein transfer that work at a distance. We
performed transfer experiments involving the physical separation
of donor and acceptor cells using Transwell cell culture inserts.
This method precludes direct physical connections between the
donor and acceptor cells while allowing unrestricted passage
of extracellular mediators throughout a shared medium. Here,
donor and acceptor cells were differentiated in the same manner
as in previous experiments; however, rather than seeding the
donor cells onto the gel acceptor cells in the transfer experiments,
donor cells were instead plated onto a Transwell membrane.
Downstream analysis was performed in the same manner as
with previous experiments. A visualization of the experimental
design and execution is provided in Figure 4F. Surprisingly,
this method of physical separation also eliminated any protein
transfer between the cells (Figure 4C), which is in corroboration
with insufficient protein transfer by direct EV treatment. As
in previous transfer experiments, this was further confirmed
when the donor/acceptor pairs were reversed, such that the
full-length td-tomatoTDP431–414 was used as a donor cell and
the TDP-43 fragments assumed the role as acceptor (Figure 4D).

Full ANOVA tables corresponding to the transfer experiments
in Figures 4B–D are provided in Supplementary Tables S7–
S9, respectively.

These data show that, although TDP-43 and fragments of
TDP-43 are found in EVs, they are not a prominent contributor
to the total transfer of TDP-43. Our data also indicate that there
is a degree of preferential sorting of TDP-43 fragments into EVs,
such that C-terminal fragments are not efficiently packaged into
EVs, whereas TDP-43’s containing an intact N-terminus (and/or
absence of the extreme C-terminus) are packaged into EVs
more favorably. This hypothesis, that the N-terminus of TDP-
43 is important for its packaging into EVs, coincides with the
observations that the N-terminus was related to increased protein
transfer, alluding to the importance of the TDP-43 N-terminus
in this system. Further, these data indicate that transfer of TDP-
43 and TDP-43 truncated fragments occurs by a mechanism
dependent upon cellular proximity.

DISCUSSION

The accumulation and deposition of misfolded TDP-43
throughout interconnected brain regions have been well
described in FTLD, ALS, AD, and other NDs (Brettschneider
et al., 2013; Josephs et al., 2014b; James et al., 2016), leading
to speculation that TDP-43 might spread directly between
cells (Nonaka et al., 2013; Porta et al., 2018). TDP-43 has been
demonstrated to recruit further protein misfolding of naive
TDP-43 in a prion-like manner both in vitro (Smethurst et al.,
2016) and in vivo (Porta et al., 2018), a common pathological
feature of NDs. While previous studies have reported the cell-
to-cell transmission of TDP-43 (Nonaka et al., 2013; Feiler et al.,
2015; Zeineddine et al., 2017; Porta et al., 2018; Laferrière et al.,
2019) and aggregation potential (Yang et al., 2010; Zhang et al.,
2013; Shimonaka et al., 2016), these studies have not reported the
transmissibility of truncated TDP-43, a critical component in the
pathogenesis in TDP-43 proteinopathies. Further, there remains
uncertainty as to which region(s) of TDP-43 are involved in
the generation of aggregates and therefore pathogenesis (Yang
et al., 2010; Nonaka et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2013; Feiler
et al., 2015; Shimonaka et al., 2016; Zeineddine et al., 2017;
Zacco et al., 2018).

In this study, we have adapted our well-established 3D
coculture model (Agholme et al., 2010; Domert et al., 2014,
2016; Sackmann et al., 2017, 2019) to show that TDP-43 and its
truncated fragments are transferred directly between cells and
that this protein transfer is not facilitated by components released
by cells, which can be found in conditioned media such as EVs or
other mediators. This cellular model has been used extensively
to characterize cell-to-cell transmission of different ND-related
proteins including α-synuclein and Aβ, as well as the uptake of
exosomes containing these proteins (Nath et al., 2012; Domert
et al., 2016; Sackmann et al., 2017, 2019; Sardar Sinha et al., 2018).
The differentiation process used in these experiments results in
a number of neuron-like phenotypes including the expression
of mature tau isoforms and neuronal markers (SV2 and NeuN)
not otherwise observed in SH-SY5Y cells (Agholme et al., 2010),
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making this model more physiologically relevant than previous
studies using HEK-293 or undifferentiated SH-SY5Y cells. By
using stably expressing cell lines rather than adding exogenous
protein, we eliminate any bias toward uptake and recycling
mechanisms, which may be otherwise overrepresented in the
protein transfer.

We show that construct 61–314 was transferred most readily
between cells and showed some degree of colocalization to the
full-length TDP-43 protein in acceptor cells. This construct lacks
the C-terminus of TDP-43, indicating that the C-terminus is
either inconsequential to protein transfer or is inhibitory. Indeed,
constructs that express the C-terminus, but lack the N-terminus
(constructs 286–414 and 5257–414), display significantly reduced
propensity for protein transfer. Previous studies allege that
the RRM2 region of TDP-43, particularly AA216–257, was
required for TDP-43 aggregation (Yang et al., 2010), whereas
others demonstrate the importance of AA274–353 GRD to
the aggregation process (Shimonaka et al., 2016). Construct
5257–414, which lacks the RRM2 sequence, shows no increased
proclivity for transfer relative to construct 286–414, which
retains the RRM2 sequence. Similarly, the AA274–353 GRD is
intact in both constructs 286–414 and 5257–414, but again no
appreciable difference in transfer potential was observed with
these constructs, nor was there any perceivable inclination toward
aggregation with these two constructs, presumably from the lack
of a misfolded TDP-43 seed to initiate aggregation templating.
Interestingly, construct 61–314, which harbors both the RRM2
and the GRD up to AA314, showed the highest amount of protein
transfer, but also readily formed punctate structures. In a study by
Shimonaka et al. (2016), they suggest that two separate sections
of the GRD were sufficient for protein aggregation, AA274–313
and AA314–353. Because construct 61–314 harbors the AA274–
313 region of the GRD, spontaneously forms puncta, and is
most readily transferred, we speculate that this region might
also play some role in TDP-43’s ability to transfer between cells.
While the RRM2 region may be of importance toward TDP-43
aggregation, it does not appear to be particularly influential to its
transfer. It should be noted that we attempted to generate stable
cell lines, which included these regions of interest (construct
AA51–414, construct 3170–414, and construct 4216–414), but these
constructs proved to be highly lethal, where transfection with
each of these plasmids led to cell death within 72 h. While we were
unable to create stable cell lines with these constructs, we were
able to perform transfer studies by transient transfection and
confirmed that they also successfully transferred their proteins to
acceptor cells, but given the rarity of the construct AA51–414,
construct 3170–414 and construct 4216–414 fragment–expressing
cells surviving the transfection, coculture, and FACS process, we
did not include these data.

Because the C-terminal fragments all resulted in significantly
diminished TDP-43 protein transfer, it would be expected that
construct 101–105 would transfer most efficiently; however, we
observed that it is comparable to the rate by which constructs
286–414and 5257–414 were transferred. It is likely that, because
this protein fragment is so tightly localized to the nucleus
by the presence of the NLS while also lacking the NES, this
impedes its ability to transfer with greater efficiency. This is

further exemplified by the equitable levels of transfer between
the aforementioned construct 101–105 and construct 5257–414,
which lacks both the NLS and NES, and is found primarily
in the nucleus. In a previous report, the extreme N-terminus
(AA1–10) was found to be most crucial for the native function
of TDP-43, which requires homodimerization, as well as a
necessity in the formation of TDP-43 aggregates (Zhang et al.,
2013). We observed that cell lines that lacked this AA1–10
region (constructs 286–414 and 5257–414) had diminished protein
transfer propensity, but also that these lines did not form
punctate structures. In contrast, construct 61–314 but also the full-
length TDP-43 cell lines displayed the highest degree of protein
transfer between cells, as well as the spontaneous formation
of puncta in donor and acceptor cells in all scenarios. Taken
together, we suggest that these data signify the importance of the
N-terminus, presumably AA1–50, as the region most involved
in promoting TDP-43 transfer, whereas preservation of the
C-terminus (AA315–414) inhibits TDP-43 transfer.

Recently, evidence has emerged indicating that EVs may be
involved in the spreading of misfolded proteins involved in ND
pathogenesis (Rajendran et al., 2006; Danzer et al., 2012; Asai
et al., 2015; Sardar Sinha et al., 2018; Sackmann et al., 2019). TDP-
43 has been found in the EV fraction of transiently transfected
HEK-293 cells (Feiler et al., 2015), as well as EVs isolated
from CSF and brains of patients with TDP-43 proteinopathies
(Feneberg et al., 2014; Ding et al., 2015; Iguchi et al., 2016). In
our own studies using this same 3D coculture cell model, we have
shown that Aβ can be transferred between cells via EVs (Sardar
Sinha et al., 2018). In the present study, the inability of TDP-
43 to be transferred between cells was particularly unexpected
given that these experiments were carried out using fivefold EV
concentrations relative to those used previously (Sardar Sinha
et al., 2018). In the current study, however, the preparations
were not fortified with a pan-EV membrane dye. As EVs derived
from SH-SY5Y express low levels of CD63 relative to other EV-
associated proteins (Gustafsson et al., 2018), it is conceivable
that the amount of CD63–GFP EVs in these preparations is
not sufficient for the detection by FACS without labeling the
entire membrane. Even so, we have demonstrated the presence
of a small amount of TDP-43 in EVs from CSF and brains of
healthy subjects, as well as in EVs released from several of the
TDP-43–expressing SH-SY5Y cell lines. In agreement with our
observation that transfer of TDP-43 fragments was enhanced by
the preservation of the N-terminus of TDP-43 (and/or loss of
C-terminus), we show that these constructs (construct 61–314

and the full-length WT-TDP-GFP1–414) also displayed a higher
degree of incorporation into EVs. However, ultimately EVs were
not shown to be an efficient mechanism of transfer of fragmented
or full-length TDP-43. In concordance with these data, when
donor cells were physically separated from acceptor cells but
shared a common extracellular environment, TDP-43 transfer
was similarly abolished, in accordance with previous reports
(Pokrishevsky et al., 2016). Taken together, this strongly indicates
that while TDP-43 and its fragments are present in EVs, EVs are
not a significant route of intercellular TDP-43 protein transfer.
Nevertheless, it remains a possibility that transmission of TDP-
43 via EVs could occur with concentrations much greater than
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those necessary for the propagation of other ND-related proteins,
which we have used as a benchmark in this study. The data
presented here support the previous suggestion that physical
connectivity between cells is required for transfer of TDP-43,
possibly across the synaptic cleft itself (Feiler et al., 2015).

CONCLUSION

This study shows that fragmented TDP-43 and full-length TDP-
43 are transferred efficiently between neuron-like cells. While
full-length TDP-43 and all N- and C-terminally truncated
fragments displayed some degree of transfer between cells, those
with intact N-termini were transferred significantly more readily.
This cell-to-cell protein transfer is mediated by a mechanism
dependent on physical proximity; thus, while full-length TDP-
43 and truncated fragments were found within EVs, they were
unable to transfer the TDP-43 proteins efficiently to recipient
cells. These findings provide novel insights into the disease
propagation mechanism of TDP-43 proteinopathies, which can
be important in the search for disease-modifying therapeutics for
TDP-43 proteinopathies.
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FIGURE S1 | Western blots demonstrating the expression of each TDP-43
fragment in stably transfected cell lines. Each TDP-43 fragment is expressed in
cells and demonstrate bands at expected weight shifts for fusion proteins. TDP-43
has many different possible cleavage events, which are shown in the full blots
provided here. Further, while many TDP-43 cleavage events occur, cleavage of
GFP from the TDP-43-GFP proteins are minimal. The TDP-43 antibody used for
here binds to an epitope near the N-terminus of the protein. As such, constructs
missing this region have a diminished appearance (e.g., construct 5257–414). There
is also the possibility for detection of the endogenous TDP-43, as well as possible
fragment events in both the overexpressed and endogenous TDP-43 (e.g.,
td-TomatoTDP431–414). See Figure 1B for a visualization of each construct
used in this study.

FIGURE S2 | Representative images depicting cellular localization of constructs
from each transfected cell line without protein transfer, displaying phenotypes
similar to those previously reported. Similar to the localization observed in co
culture experiments, Construct 286–414 localized predominantly to the nucleus,
Construct 5257–414 is found primarily within the nucleus but also distributed
throughout the cell body. Construct 61–314 displays cytoplasmic and nuclear
puncta, Construct 101–105 is exclusively expressed in the nucleus, and the
full-length constructs WT-TDP-GFP1–414 and td-tomatoTDP431–414 are
found distributed throughout the cell body and nucleus. Actin is localized
throughout the cell body and CD63 displays puncta throughout the cell. Scale
bar = 50 µm.

FIGURE S3 | Representative images depicting cellular localization of full-length
td-tomatoTDP431–414 (donor cells; red) after transfer to cells expressing
GFP-tagged TDP-43 fragments (acceptor cells; green). Acceptor cells which were
double positive (+GFP and +td-tomatoTDP431–414) were sorted and fixed for
confocal microscopy. Like Figure 2, association of full-length TDP-431–414 from
donor cells was observed with varying degrees to each TDP fragment (A–E) as
well as with actin (F) and CD63 (G). Construct 101–105 (D) shows localization
exclusively to the nucleus, whereas constructs 286–414, 5257–414, 61–314, and
WT-TDP-GFP1–414 (A,B,C,E, respectively) could be found in the cytoplasm as
well as the nucleus. The final column contains Z-projections. Scale bar = 10 µm.

FIGURE S4 | Representative images depicting subcellular localization of TDP-43
in donor cells exhibiting retrograde transfer. GFP-tagged protein expressing donor
cells [+GFP (green), +Qdot-800 (white), +td-tomatoTDP431–414 (red)] display
triple labeling after retrograde transfer of td-tomatoTDP431–414 originating from
acceptor cells. Acceptor cells (td-tomatoTDP431–414) transferred proteins to the
donor cells (+GFP and +Qdot-800; retrograde transfer), albeit less efficiently than
donor to acceptor cells (anterograde; see Figure 3B). Cells which were
triple-positive (+GFP, +Qdot-800, and +td-tomatoTDP431–414) were selected
using FACS and fixed for confocal microscopy. This data indicates that full-length
TDP-43 and truncated TDP-43 both harbor the ability to transfer between cells.
Subcellular localization of TDP-43 fragments (A–D), full-length TDP-43 (E), actin
(F) and CD63 (G) are akin to those observed in previous experiments (see
Figure 2 and Supplementary Figures S3, S5). The final column contains
Z-projections. Scale bar = 10 µm.
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FIGURE S5 | Representative images depicting subcellular localization of TDP-43
fragments in donor exhibiting retrograde transfer. td-tomatoTDP431–414

expressing donor cells [+td-tomatoTDP431–414 (red), +Qdot-800 (white), and
+GFP (green)] display triple labeling after retrograde transfer of GFP-tagged
TDP-43 truncated proteins originating from acceptor cells. Acceptor cells (GFP)
transferred proteins to the donor cells (+td-tomatoTDP431–414 and +Qdot-800;
retrograde transfer), albeit less efficiently than donor to acceptor (see
Figures 3B,C). Cells which were triple-positive (+GFP, +td-tomatoTDP431–414,
and +Qdot800) were selected using FACS and fixed for confocal microscopy. This
data indicates that most of the protein transfer occurs from donor to acceptor cell
(anterograde), however, there is a modest amount of protein transfer from the
acceptor cells to the donor cells (retrograde). Subcellular localization of TDP-43
fragments (A–D), full-length TDP-43 (E), actin (F) and CD63 (G) are akin to those
observed in previous experiments. The final column contains Z-projections. Scale
bar = 10 µm.

FIGURE S6 | Gating strategies for cell sorting by FACS and representative
population graphs. Unlabeled cells were first used to determine the live cell
population and td-tomato (PE-Texas Red) and GFP (Alexa Fluor 488) negative
cells using cut-off values determined by the authors. This was followed by gating
strategies using only td-tomato or GFP-tagged acceptor cells. (A) Gating
strategies for Figures 1C,D and (B) for Figures 4B–D. (C) Figures 3B,C utilized
Qdot labeled donor cells that were first gated and then followed the gating
strategies as the previous sets. Acceptor cells with protein transfer were
then used to determine the percentage of transfer and sorted for
confocal microscopy.

TABLE S1 | List of plasmids used in the study.

TABLE S2 | List of antibodies used in the study.

TABLE S3 | ANOVA table corresponding to Figure 1C. The mean values provided
here are the percentage of td-tomatoTDP431–414 acceptor cells that are double
labeled (acceptor cells with positive transfer).

TABLE S4 | ANOVA table corresponding to Figure 1D. The mean values provided
here are the percentage of GFP-tagged protein expressing acceptor cells that are
double labeled (acceptor cells with positive transfer).

TABLE S5 | ANOVA table corresponding to Figure 3B. The mean values provided
here are: of the total transfer events measured, those that were anterograde
(td-tomatoTDP431–414 acceptor cells that are double labeled). The retrograde
values are the difference, out of 100, and therefore give the same, but inverse,
tabular results.

TABLE S6 | ANOVA table corresponding to Figure 3C. The mean values provided
here are: of the total transfer events measured, those that were anterograde
(GFP-tagged protein acceptor cells that are double labeled). The retrograde values
are the difference, out of 100, and therefore give the same, but inverse,
tabular results.

TABLE S7 | ANOVA table corresponding to Figure 4B. The mean values provided
here are the percentage of WT SH-SY5Y acceptor cells that are
fluorescently labeled.

TABLE S8 | ANOVA table corresponding to Figure 4C. The mean values provided
here are the percentage of td-tomatoTDP431–414 acceptor cells that are double
labeled (acceptor cells with positive transfer).

TABLE S9 | ANOVA table corresponding to Figure 4D. The mean values provided
here are the percentage of GFP-tagged protein expressing acceptor cells that are
double labeled (acceptor cells with positive transfer).
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